Shined, Sealed, Delivered

Simoniz Ceramic Sealant...
THE NEXT GREAT OFFERING
FROM SIMONIZ®
A major breakthrough in the car wash industry, Simoniz has developed a unique molecule that when combined with a ceramic polymer and applied to the exterior surface of a vehicle, it chemically bonds with the vehicle’s paint and creates a layer of durable protection. This bonding occurs because the sealant carries positively charged ions that attract themselves to the negatively charged surface of the vehicle, attracting itself like a magnet. This coating is highly hydrophobic.

Simoniz Ceramic Sealant creates such a strong layer of protection, it will protect the vehicle’s surface from the ultraviolet rays of the sun and can slow down the process of oxidation substantially. This coating will also produce a surface that is chemically resistant to environmental acidic elements, etching and staining.

Being hydrophobic, Simoniz Ceramic Sealant will repel water. When water makes contact with a coated surface, it will bead up for the faster runoff. The ceramic coating makes it more difficult for grime and mud to stick to the vehicle. If these elements should adhere to the surface, the cleaning process is faster and easier.

Simoniz Ceramic Sealant will improve the reflective properties of both the paint as well as the underlying clear coat, leaving the vehicle with a clear, deep shine. Because of its extreme durability, Simoniz Ceramic Sealant will protect the vehicle’s gloss for longer stretches of time between car washing.

**SIMONIZ CERAMIC SEALANT**

**PRODUCT FEATURES**

- PROTECTION from oxidation and UV damage
- DURABILITY up to 30 days
- PREVENTS etching and staining
- EASIER to clean
- INCREASES paint gloss
- OUTSTANDING drying quality
- EASILY removes insects and bird droppings
- ENVIRONMENTALLY safe

**A uniquely hydrophobic proprietary formulation!**

**GREAT for In-Bay Automatics!**

Item# S0522
CERAMIC 1

- New Simoniz Ceramic Arch
- Fully lit led panels
- Flashing ceramic shield
- Flashing diamonds
- Additional 144 watt blue led top light
- Complete nozzle set up
- Dosatron pump station
- INCLUDES 2 Windmaster inserts
- INCLUDES 2 drum covers
- INCLUDES 1 - 30 gallon drum of Simoniz Ceramic Sealant

CERAMIC 2

- New Simoniz Ceramic Arch
- Fully lit led panels
- Flashing ceramic shield
- Flashing diamonds
- Additional 144 watt blue led top light
- Complete nozzle set up
- INCLUDES 2 Windmaster inserts
- INCLUDES 2 drum covers
- INCLUDES 1 - 30 gallon drum of Simoniz Ceramic Sealant

CERAMIC1 Package includes a dosatron pump station for easy dilution control, delivery and consistency.

Delivery manifold is supplied with 10 hollow cone nozzles to produce a very unique and efficient application to vehicle surfaces.
Ceramic Sealant POS
Great brand visibility!

Ceramic Sealant Banner 96"x36"
Item# BA96x36

Ceramic Sealant Banner 72"x36"
Item# BA72x36MDS

Ceramic Sealant Windmaster Insert - 28"x44"
Item# WMIN2844

Ceramic Sealant Drum Cover
Item# DC30 - 30 gallon drum
DC55 - 55 gallon drum

Ceramic Sealant Antenna Sign
Item# ANWM - One Sided 42"x59"
ANWMDS - Two Sided 42"x59"

Ceramic Sealant Tunnel Fixtures
Item# TUFIXL45 - 45"
TUFIXL6 - 60"

Ceramic Sealant Gate Arm Cover
Item# GASI 95x15.5

Ceramic Sealant Tear Drop Signs
Item# 9ft Tear Drop w/Mounting 2 sided FG9
11.2ft Tear Drop w/Mounting 2 sided FG112
13.5ft Tear Drop w/Mounting 2 sided FG135

Ceramic Sealant Traffic Cones
Item# COSL Cone Sleeve 28"
COSI Cone Display w/cone
COSIR Cone Display Replacement

Ceramic Sealant Antenna Sign
Item# ANWM - One Sided 42"x59"
ANWMDS - Two Sided 42"x59"

Ceramic Sealant Tunnel Fixtures
Item# TUFIXL45 - 45"
TUFIXL6 - 60"

Ceramic Sealant Gate Arm Cover
Item# GASI 95x15.5

Ceramic Sealant Tear Drop Signs
Item# 9ft Tear Drop w/Mounting 2 sided FG9
11.2ft Tear Drop w/Mounting 2 sided FG112
13.5ft Tear Drop w/Mounting 2 sided FG135

Ceramic Sealant Traffic Cones
Item# COSL Cone Sleeve 28"
COSI Cone Display w/cone
COSIR Cone Display Replacement

TO ORDER VISIT WWW.SIMONIZSIGNS.COM
OR CALL 734-699-3777